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"What would you do if you were in my job?" A few in the occupation indicated in this 
Thinksheet's title have asked me this question, and even more often I've asked it of 
myself when talking with incumbents of this important pésition in the inner ,and-outer 
formation of 99% of American youth. Since I myself have never had the job, I feel 
more confidence in telling incumbents what to do than if I had had. So here goes. 
SITUATION: A student comes to you expecting help on a personal (in distinction from an 
academic) problem. 

1. In what sense(s) is the problem "personal"? With that ball you can 
run in more directions than I can, and I'll not run with it at all: in 
this Thinksheet I'm concerned with something else, namely,.... 

2. Why does this student have this problem? Let's compare the opening 
question to an ophthamologist or optometrist when someone comes with a 
seeing problem. The eye specialist, hearing the symptoms, quickly men-
tally runs through possible frames. Not eyeglass frames: that may come 
later. Theory frames.  Once having alighted on a diagnosis (ie, the 
right frame for understanding and attacking the problem), s/he will 
prescribe toughing it out or chemistry or specs or surgery, with re-
ferral as may be indicated. In counseling,this heuresis, this casting 
about for the most useful frame,iS far more cqmplex because it involves 
--to stay with the eye analogy--not only the student's eyes (ways of 
seeing) but also the counselor's eyes (ways of seeing). 

3. These counseling ways of seeing, or frames, or paradipns  will each 
have, for each particular counselor, a temperature.  Let s call his/her 
favorites warm;, let's call cool those the ccinhgelor finds( distasteful 
or worse; let's call tepid those in which s/11 '  has no emotional invest-
ment, positive or negative. To return to our eye analogy: An eye speci-
alist will be warm to diagnoses-prescriptions s/he's good at and cool 
to analyses requiring referral. Eg, from age 12 through age 14, an 
optometrist exercised my eyes five days each leek with some fancy equip-
ment he believed would straigten them; then, ;xi despair, referred me to 
an olithalmic surgeon, who did as good a job o me as he could, but not 
as good had he had me the two years earlier. (Let's make just one more 
crossover on this occupational analog: the fine-tuning a specs-fitter 
does is to him/her an emotionally neutral process. So, in counseling, 
usually, is the sorting process to find the best next step for the stu-
dent.) 

4. Bow to my other analogy before getting to the point of this Think-
sheet: pregnancy-counseling clinics. Honest ones instruct the preg-
nant in all the ovtions.  Dishonest ones deprive the pregnant of one 
of the options, viz abortion.* The abortion mill is the reverse: coun-
seling is directive: "what you need is an abortion." This eliminating 
of all but one option is almost as dishonest as the anti-abortion clin-
ics whose name conceals two facts: (1) The clinic will not bring up 
abortion; (2) If the pregnant brings up abortl.on, the clinician will 
aggressively attack this option. 

5. Whew, we've gotten to my point! I'll break it down this way: 
(1) Why have you got a problem? Because there's something 

• 	 wrong in ydur relationship with God. That isthe first heuristic ans- 
wer from within the biblical paradigm, the Bible's way of seeing and 
living in the world. 

(2) Is that the first answer-try of he American public-school 
guidance counselor? No. The second? No. 	at then? It doesn't exist! 
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6. When for a counselor an op — 	 Remember the Bendix Corp. scandal—romance of 
tion doesn't exist, it may be 	the president & first veep? They're both out 
because: 	 of Bendix and living here on Cape Cod. I wrote 

(1) The counselor is 	her an open letter which (here) the C.C.NEWS 
unaware of the option. Since 	butchered, but notbeyond readability: (Sept.30) 
the relation—with—God option 	To the editor: 
or explicative or hermeneutic 	Mary Cunningham Agee is in 	the will of God. To put _it neg 
has not existed in our public 	

- 

	

the long and noble tradition of 	atively, it is out of the will of 

	

wealthy Americans who have 	God to load pregnancy coun- 
schools for several genera — 	 found some way to make 	seling—as you do—on the side 
tions, and almost all school 	themselves useful to society. 	of birthing. 
counselors are products of our 	For this I commend and thank 	2. Further, some of us 
public —school system, and few 	you, and thank God. Freedom 	"promote" abortion in another 

	

is choice, and any successful 	sense, namely as one of the American children have any ex — 	 effort to expand choice ex- 	ways—not the best—needed to 
tensive exposure to the Bible, 	pands freedom. That's the 	give the groaning earth some 
one would not expect this op— 	 American way and—even more 	degree of relief from the wast- 
tion to exist in the school 	important—the human way; 	ing, polluting flow of flesh from 

	

and, because it is God's design, 	the human womb. I like your counselor's mind, so it should 	the divine way. 	 term "life-gardening," but am 
be no surprise that for the 	Perhaps I, as a Christian 	sorry you use it narrowly, nar- 
majority of them, it doesn't. 	theologian, may make at least 	cissistically, in the interest of 

(2) The counselor may 	some small contribution to 	only one species. Your philos-- 

	

your cause, in the form of 	ophy, while it will be good be aware of the option but not 	comments on your article in 	news to a few women, is bad 
use it, because: 	 today's (Sept. 16) Cape Cod 	news for the biosphere and 

(a) The employing 	News: 	 consequently more God- 
institution would disapprove 	1. You say, "Only a small 	denying than God-affirming. 

	

minority in the pro-choice 	3. Unfairly, you speak of ab- 
(or so the counselor thinks), 	movement, I believe, truly wish 	orters who "often endure 

	

as would an anti—abortion clin— to promote abortion." You may 	years of counseling." This 
ic were an employee to mention 	be right. You certainly would 	should be balanced by the fact 
the option of abortion. 	 be right if your verb were 	that non-aborters, women who 

	

"prefer" instead of "promote." 	give birth when abortion would 
(b) The counselor is In fact, only a misanthrope 	have been better advice, also 

personally antagonistic to the 	would prefer abortion to non- 	often endure years of coun- 

	

option, being atheist or agnos — conception. All abortion, in the 	seling and often, especially in 
tic. 	(To use my metaphor in 	sense of pressuring for abor- 	the case of teens, life-crippling 

	

tion as an option, is not socially 	limitations on their freedom 
sec.3, the God—option is cool, 	disadvantaged in comparison 	and unmeetable demands of 
"distasteful or worse.") 	 with the option of birthing. This 	their resources—in addition to 

(c) The counselor, 	position is in loyalty to the 	adding burdens to society and 
though tepid toward the God — 	

principle enunciated above, 	to the biosphere. 

	

namely, that expanding choice 	 Willis Elliott option, considers it function- 	expands freedom and is thus of 	 Craigville 
ally unavailable to the stud- 
ents, perceived as godless or at least as having no vital God-connection. 

(d) The counselor is personally warm to the God-option, but 
avoids it, even when thinking the school administration would not ob-
ject to its use, because of its potential for parent-school trouble. 

(e) The counselor, though personally warm to the God-option, 
has a vow-of-silence-on-God style of public-school counseling, trusting 
that "the students will see my life, they don't have to hear my (God-) 
words." (Compare Christian missionaries in Turkey today, and increas-
ingly in India: word-witnessing is strictly sanctioned by government. 
It's a possible ascesis or kenosis, but lacks the integrity of wholeness: 
"You shall worship the Lord your God with all...," including the tongue.) 

7. As you've noticed, this Thinksheet's title has two applications: (1) 
The counselor is telling the student "why you've got a problem"; and 
(2) I'm telling the counselor "why you've got a problem." But you 
don't see this invisibility of God as a problem if God is invisible to 
you, if you yourself have no vital connection (or even intellectual con-
nection) with God. The suppressing of the Bible's first answer con-
stricts the counseling praxis only of practicing theists; thus by de-
fault school counseling is secularistic, teaching our children to make  
sense without God--which then the media do, the culture does. 
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